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Kulkarni, E. D.—Verbs of Movement and their variants in
the critical edition of the Adiparvan. Appendix volume
to the Bulletin of the Deccan College Research Institute,
Vol. II, Pts. 2-4 9M"*5H", pp. 113. The Deccan College
Research Institute, Poona, 1941.	[656
A study of synonymic roots of the Sanskrit Dbatupathas, indicating
gati- or movements and traces their substitute-variants in the critical
edition of the Adiparvan and analysing the nature of these variants.
The roots have been collected from Liebich's list of his Materialien
sum Dhatupatha p. ig. Part II, treats with verbs of movement not
included in the Dhatupatha of Panini or Chandra, but found only in
the Nirukta. Verbs of movement, not included either in Panini,
Chandra or in Nimkta but whose dictionary meaning is given as
'movement/ are treated in Part III.
The verb, shows what can be done in the field of epic linguistics
with the vast critical material presented by the Bhandarkar Oriental
Research Institute in their critical edition of the Mahabkarata. One
aspect of this variation which is not generally shared by the Vedic
Variants is connected with the stem of the root considered; whereas
Vedic variations in verbal inflection are concerned with such leading
aspects as the voice, mood, tense and tense-systems, secondary conjuga-
tions, interchanges between finite verbs and verbal nouns or of
equivalent personal endings, matters pertaining to augment and
reduplication, variation in grade of stems and allied matters, and
person and number they do not show variants of the original base
itself.
Macgueen, Percy—Equivalents of the English Perfect in
Tamil and Malayalam, according to certain European
Grammarians. BEVEL IX, Pt. 2, pp. 102-110.	[657
European grammarians, have failed to devise an intelligible rule for
rendering the various forms of English perfect into Tamil and
Malayalam, nor have they elucidated the exact meaning of the verbs
which are used to 'strengthen' the various simple tense forms in
those languages. In particular they fall short in their explanation of
the exact force of the participle when used with the verbs iru and
irikka, the equivalents of the verb ' to be.' The writer states the
problem, and leaves to others to find the solution.
Malavad, S. S.—R. L. Kula, Ksala Vicaram, (Kannada text).
KSPP. XXVI, pp. 197-203.	" [658
Concludes that the distinction between J?. and r, L and 1 are arti-
ficial and unreal
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